The Coda Mirror v2 [written version: Scheer & Ziková 2010] 
At the right edge: binary variation
(1) the last consonant of C-final words (domains) a. either behaves like a coda (pattern A): 1. it shows coda effects on its own body 2. the preceding vowel shows closed syllable effects b. or behaves like a non-coda (an onset) ( 
(9) GP has always tried to talk down and dismiss pattern A a. the entire GP literature since Kaye (1990) that is concerned with coda effects was exclusively after showing that word-final consonants are onsets because they behave as such. Examples are Harris (1992; 1994; 1997) , Gussmann & Harris (1998 and Gussmann (2002) . These authors have accumulated evidence for pattern B in order to assess the idea that all word-final consonants in all languages are onsets. b. people attempted to discuss away the data, or putative coda analyses were doomed misanalyses. The following quotation from Harris' (1994) textbook provides illustration.
"Underlying particular analyses of lenition is a more general assumption that melodic restrictions on domain-final consonants closely match or duplicate those operating in domain-internal codas. If this were true, it would provide some support for the view that both contexts are codas. It certainly is the case that there can be distributional overlap between the two positions, which cooccur in many classic examples of lenition and defective distribution. However, this evidence cannot be considered sufficient to clinch the case for the coda assignment of final consonants. Even if we set aside the theoretical reasons we now have for rejecting this analysis, it is flatly contradicted by the substantial body of other empirical evidence reviewed in 2.2.4. In any case, the distributional relationship between internal codas and final consonants is by no means as close as is often supposed. The evidence discussed in 2.2.4 shows that, in this respect, the two contexts are in fact quite different in English. Moreover, some of the best-known examples from other languages which supposedly demonstrate the relationship turn out, under close inspection, to be rather less than convincing." (Harris 1994: 202) "Assumption (12a), that a word-final consonant occupies a coda, sits uneasily with the observation that this position systematically fails to display characteristics associated with codas which can uncontroversially be identified as occurring word-internally." (Harris 1997: 324) Hence Harris denies the factual reality of pattern A, even though he admits some "distributional overlap".
1 He also adopts the black-or-white attitude that runs through the entire GP literature: either final consonants are onsets, or they are codas, and there is no possible parametric variation across languages Other illustrations: Gussmann & Harris (1998 : 141, 2002 ), Harris (1992: 6) .
(10) but the evidence is massive a. one year after the publication of Kaye's Coda Licensing, Piggott (1991:313ff) points out that you cannot decree that pattern A does not exist or is phonologically irrelevant. It does exist and is phonologically relevant. b. Coda Licensing makes the prediction that "there could not be a language in which a co-occurrence restriction between a nucleus and a coda also holds between a wordfinal consonant and an immediately preceding vowel" (Piggott 1991 :315) c. along the same lines:
1. Piggott (1999) in a TLR paper 2. Piggott (2003) on Selayarese in Kaye's Festschrift, to make sure the argument hits at the right place 3. Rice (2003) on Ahtna (Athapaskan) also in Kaye's Festschrift, to double-check for the right place. She joins Piggott's analysis, which is that d. Piggott's conclusion Coda Licensing is a parameter, rather than a principle -some languages have it ==> no final codas, pattern B -some languages don't ==> final codas, pattern A
Purpose of the talk
(11) purpose of this talk a. yes, pattern A exists and is phonologically real b. yes, pattern A-B variation needs to be encoded as a parameter c. no, this does not mean that the universality of FEN (final empty nuclei) needs to be abandoned.
(12) CVCV a. lateralization of structure and causality the core of Government Phonology is the lateral project: rather than by arboreal distinctions (FEN vs. final codas), syllable structure is expressed by lateral relations over a stable constituent structure.
(first page of Kaye et al. 1990 : a syntax of phonology) ==> Standard GP ran out of breath halfway ==> CVCV completes the missing piece b. Standard GP: hybrid lateral-arboreal Kaye et al. (1990) , Kaye (1990) CVCV: only lateral, no trees left Lowenstamm (1996 ) Szigetvári (1999 , Rowicka (1999) , Scheer (2004) , Szigetvári & Scheer (2005) , Cyran (2010) (13) parametric variation in CVCV a. parametric variation cannot be expressed by different tree geometrics (onset of FEN vs. coda) b. variation is expressed in terms of the ability for a given constituent to be the head of a lateral relation: -FEN may or may not be able to govern -FEN may or may not be able to license c. a direct consequence of CVCV is thus to identify another locus of variation: the pattern A-B variation must be due to the different parametric lateral abilities of the FEN. d. there is a long tradition in GP to express parameters (especially on the wellformedness of clusters) in terms of lateral relations: 1. Kaye (1990) FEN are licensed in some languages (where thus consonant-final words may exist), but not in others (hence all words will end in vowels) 2. Charette (1992) across Scheer (2004: §524) . ==> this system does not work b. revision of this system, and consequently of the Coda Mirror under the pressure of arguments coming from the interface ==> shaping linguistic theory according to interface requirements is a very minimalist thing to do.
The Coda Mirror as it stands
(15) the Coda Mirror a. a theory of lenition and fortition b. two antagonistic lateral forces (and no others: no lateral zoo anymore): government: spoils its target licensing: backs up its target c. nuclei can both govern and license free combinability of government and licensing d. Ségéral & Scheer (2001 , 2007 , 2008a 
(19) consonants in Codas: ungoverned and unlicensed intervocalic consonants: both governed and licensed a. internal Coda __.C b. final Coda __# c. intervoc. V__V Gvt Gvt Gvt 
stable (non-alternating) long vowels right-headed = self-licensers /VV/ in open syllable: [VV]
/VV/ in closed syllable: [VV] Lic Lic (25) the nightmare position a. has no empirical response: there are no super-weak consonants (which occur only in word-final position) b. falls foul of the overall generalisation that consonants and vowels in word-final closed syllables may be stronger, but never weaker than their internal peers c. this is correctly pointed out by Cyran (2006:539) , who argues that phonological theory should not allow for the nightmare situation to exist. d. other candidate for overgeneration:
Cyran also doubts that (24)b, i.e. where word-final consonants are strong, meets any empirical echo.
(26) only two of the four situations have an empirical echo a. we need to get rid of (24)b and (24) 
==> variable consonantal strength according to whether the preceding vowel is long or short hardly meets any empirical echo. The real problem is in the theory itself, which must not be able to generate any nightmare position at all.
Coda Mirror v2: government and licensing must not be equal-righted
(29) goal a. to modify the rule of the game (Coda Mirror) so to get rid of the nightmare position while not losing any of the generalisations regarding syllable structure and lenition. Touching any piece of the puzzle impacts the mechanics elsewhere. This is of course warranted, but severely restricts the room for modifications. b. guide:
Government and Licensing do not act independently of one another; rather, they obey a natural hierarchy that determines their behaviour when they could in principle apply simultaneously. Cyran (2006:534) (30) Government over Licensing no constituent can be governed and licensed at the same time. In case a constituent can potentially be subject to both lateral forces, it will be governed.
Impact on consonants
(31) direct impact on the identity of intervocalic consonants a. while they were both governed and licensed before, they are now only governed. b. critique that has sometimes been voiced in regard of the Coda Mirror (among others by Cyran 2006:530ff, 537): how could the reaction of an onset be calculated if its melodic expression is simultaneously inhibited and enhanced? c. intuitively, opposite forces cancel each other out. d. the Coda Mirror has always been explicitly agnostic: the only thing that was important was the ability of the theory to formally distinguish two weak positions, intervocalic and the coda ("two ways of being weak", cf. Scheer 2004: §131), while assuring that both of them are weaker than the Strong Position. e. the relative strength of both weak positions remained an open question. Now: intervocalic Cs are governed, i.e. damaged, while coda consonants are not. ==> prediction: intervocalic Cs are weaker than coda consonants.
(32) Coda Mirror v2 consonants in codas: ungoverned and unlicensed intervocalic consonants: governed but unlicensed a. internal coda __.C b. final coda __# c. intervoc. V__V Gvt Gvt Gvt
Lic Lic (35) benefits a. the fourth logical possibility, i.e. a constituent that is both governed and licensed, is ruled out by (30). b. the configuration "governed but unlicensed" characterised the nightmare position before, but now describes regular intervocalic onsets. ==> the system is unable to produce a situation where a consonant is weaker than both codas and intervocalic onsets. c. there is no configuration anymore where an object needs to respond to conflicting demands (which s/could cancel each other out). d. (30) kills two birds with one stone: the equal-rightedness of government and licensing is done away with, and the nightmare position is eliminated.
Impact on vowels
(36) ground rules: origin and application of lateral relations a. nuclei exhaust their lateral potential: nuclei which are enabled to govern do govern, nuclei which are enabled to license do license (Scheer 2004: §148) . b. by default, nuclei target their own onset, i.e. "choose" the shortest move. c. they target other nuclei in two situations:
1. when they are called to either govern or license a preceding empty nucleus. 2. when they govern their onset and hence cannot license it simultaneously due to (30). [parént-al] , the outer application of phonological computation cannot modify the stress that was acquired on the inner phase because you cannot undo properties that are due to previous computation. Kaye (1995) This is modification-inhibiting no look-back: Scheer (2011: §287) (48) what happens when a phase-defined string arrives in phonology?
Impact on the right edge
In CVCV, two properties of phonological interpretation are hard-wired a. all strings end in a nucleus b. strings are parsed from right to left, hence starting with the last nucleus (49) regressive interpretation follows from a. the fact that all lateral relations (and -almost -all phonological processes) are head-final. That is, phonological computation in CVCV consists of the application of government and licensing to a string that is made of onsets, nuclei and (eventually) associated melodic material. b. given that lateral relations are head-final, the lateral status of constituents (i.e.
whether they are governed and/or licensed, and in turn whether they can govern and/or license) is always determined by the lateral status of a constituent to their right. c. this means, in turn, that the computation of constituent n supposes that the phonological status constituent n+1 be already determined. ==> phonological computation parses the string from right to left. d. FEN are thus the last item in the string (from the temporal point of view), but they are the first item to be processed by phonological computation.
(50) final contentful vs. final empty nuclei a. (final) contentful nuclei inherit lateral abilities from their melodic content: they are always good governors and good licensors. b. FEN on the other hand have no phonological properties per se: their governing and licensing abilities must be determined in some other way c. everywhere in the linear string but for FEN, the lateral properties of constituents are defined by the constituents to their right. d. the phonological computation cannot begin unless the phonological properties of its first domino are defined. ==> definition of the properties of FEN by a parametric choice
